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who

is leaving
these mysterious
messages?

what

are
they talking
AbouT?!

why ME ?

?
?
?
ps

Find the ANSWERS starting
on Page 27!

KeePinG OUR VEhiCles
REadY to FiGHT is only
POsSible whEN We haVE
eveRyThiNG we NEed!

When your unit is
preparing for a big
training exercise,
like a rotation at
the National Training
Center (NTC), or
deploying overseas,

details matter.

Yeah, THEse
TmS are
EssENtiAl!

One detail that
matters a lot is
making sure vehicles
have all the required
components of end
items (COEI) and basic
issue items (BII).
if vehicles lack these
items, crews won’t be
able to do proper
preventive maintenance
during their rotation.

Don’t
Overlook
BII,
COEI
R e m e m b e r,
-10 TMs are part of
each vehicle’s BII and
are just as important
as any tool.

Ain’t
that the
truth!

Vehicles that don’t
get PM break down.
That means field
training is interrupted,
NTC rotations are
hindered, or missions
don’T have needed
equipment.
inventory each vehicle’s
COEI and BII during
semi-annual and annual
services.

Replace missing
items right away.

Paying attention
to details will keep
your vehicles running
and unit readiness high!

we have The world’s best equipment… Take care of it!
PS 762
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Don’t Blind Your CROWS! Use Caps
CROWS Cautions
Protect Engine with Right Oil!
Deflect Heat Damage When Towing!
Torque Down Prop Shaft Problems
Put Brakes to Parking Accidents!

MAY 16

Don’t Blind Your
CROWS! Use Caps
hey! {pft pptpff}
I could use some
protection {tpf}
out here!

All this {pft}
gravel wiLl {fpt}
CRAcK my lenses!

P i n g!

Cl a ng !

Dear Editor,
I was traveling at
Ft Drum recently when I passed a vehicle
with a CROWS mounted on it. I noticed that
even though the CROWS was in travel lock,
the protective caps for the lenses were
dangling instead of installed like they should
be. Just one piece of gravel kicked up could
easily damage a lens. That could cost a unit
thousands in repair costs.
Please remind units to keep the CROWS
lens caps installed except when actually
preparing to fire.
			
			

Donald Sherman
Ft Drum, NY

M1A2
M1A2SEP
SEPTank…
Tank…

Editor’s note: Absolutely,
Donald. And if lens caps have
disappeared, as they will,
order more with these NSNs.
• VIM lens cap,
NSN 6760-25-150-9879
• TIM lens cap,
NSN 5855-01-584-6138
• LRF lens cap,
NSN 6650-25-160-3989

In the meantime, keep the
lenses covered during travel.

If you’re leaving your M1A2 SEP tank through the

CROWSCROWS
Cautions
Cautions

commander’s hatch, remember this CROWS II caution:

Watch where you step!

If you accidentally step on the CROWS operator
controls, the controls can be damaged and your
CROWS is out of business.

M1-Series Tanks…

Protect
Engine with
Right Oil!

hey you
guys, it’s
Time for an
oil change!

But when it comes to an
M1-series tank, the type
of oil you use can mean
the difference between
a tank that runs like
a Swiss watch or one
that’s in the shop getting
its very expensive AGT
1500 engine replaced!

Mechanics,
you might
get away
with using
any ol’
engine oil
in your car,
especially
if it’s a
clunker.

The TMs and LOs are
specific about what to
use: MIL-PRF-23699.
But keep in mind there
are three different
classes of oil under this
specification, each with
its own set of NSNs.
The class of oil you use
can either help or hurt
the engine, depending on
the situation.

What to Order
Class

Size

NSN 9150-

HTS
HTS
HTS
STD
STD
STD
C/I
C/I
C/I

8-oz
1-qt
55-gal
8-oz
1-qt
55-gal
8-oz
1-qt
55-gal

01-439-0764
01-439-0756
01-439-2070
01-476-1075
01-476-1074
01-476-1083
00-180-6266
00-985-7099
00-681-5999

762 04-05.indd 1-2

awesome!

I’ve got
your oil
right here!

Wait a minute!
You sure that’s
what I need?

Oh yeah! I mean,
pFft, it’s Oil! what’s
the big deal?

The Three Classes
High Thermal
Stability (HTS)
Class.
This class is for
normal engine
use. HTS class
turbine oil
contains special
anti-coking
additives that
help prevent
bearing and
seal damage.
That means more
operating hours
between major
repairs and
big-time cost
savings.

The 2014 version
of the TARDEC
POL Products
guide lists C/I
class oil first on
Page 7. Don’t be
misled, though!

Standard (std) Class.
This class
should be
used only as
an emergency
substitute
if HTS oil is
unavailable.

Corrosion Inhibiting (C/I)
Class.
This class is specially designed for
long-term storage only. C/I class oil
contains additives that make it foam-,
wear- and corrosion-resistant.
Use it in tanks that will be stored
outdoors for longer than 6 months
or indoors for longer than 12 months.
While in storage, you may need to
exercise, move or perform maintenance
on the tank. C/I oil is OK as long as
usage doesn’t exceed 50 hours and the
tank is going right back into storage.
When the tank is coming out of
storage and back into regular
operation, drain the C/I oil and
replace it with HTS engine oil.

I FeEl SluGgish! maybe {urp}
now ThEY’lL listen {bu rr p} to
me when it comes {oOg} to Oil.

HTS is the

#1 choice
for normal
operations.
if you’d like a copy of the guide,
email Ps at:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

PS 762
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M1-Series Tanks…

ya neEd a ToW
somEwhEre, pal?

you bet! I hoPE yOu haVe an
ExhaUSt dEFLecTOr ‘cause I
sure Can’T STaNd The HEAt!

Deflect heat damage When Towing!
Dear Half-Mast,
Could you remind
crewmen that when
one M1-series tank
is towing another,
the tank that’s
doing the towing
has to use an engine
exhaust deflector?
If the deflector
isn’t used, the
disabled tank can
be damaged from
the high heat
of the towing
tank’s exhaust.
		
		

you bet, sergeant! Unless
you want to risk a fire and
other damage, you gotta
use an engine exhaust
deflector when towing one
tank with a second one.

Protect towed vehicle from
heat with exhaust deflector

SGT A.N.E.
Ft Irwin, CA

The deflector directs
the hot exhaust from
the towing tank upward
and away from the
disabled tank.

Without it, the exhaust can damage the
disabled tank’s vision blocks, hatch covers,
precleaner and even the vulcanized rubber
on the scavenger shaft. That means the
disabled tank will be in for more repairs.

if you don’t have readily available deflectors,
your field-level maintainers will have to make
one since they aren’t in the supply system.
The plans are in TM 9-2350-264-23-1-8 (Jul 11,
w/ Ch 2, May 13) and TM 9-2350-388-13&P in
IETM EM 0334 (Jul 15).
Be sure to check out the TMs for
proper towing procedures.

if you have
trouble mounting
the deflector to
the exhaust grate,
you may need to
grind down the
deflector’s lower
hook a bit to
help it fit.

M113-Series FOV…

TORQUE DOWN
PROP SHAFT
PROBLEMS

Thanks,
pAl! SeE yA
again in SiX
monThs!

YOUr pRoP
ShafT BOlts
are GoOd
and Tight!

Dear Half-Mast,
One thing we see a lot of during unit rotations at the National Training
Center are loose or missing propeller shaft and U-joint bolts on M113 carriers.
If the shaft comes loose, it can damage the vehicle. The shaft can even injure
or kill the driver if it comes through the floorboard.
Can you remind your readers to check for loose and missing bolts?
		

SFC M.D.K.

Dear Sergeant,
Sure thing. Missing bolts are easy to spot. Loose ones can be a bit trickier.
Mechanics, when you pull semiannual PMCS, torque all the bolts. Torque
6C joint bolts to 35-45 lb-ft and 7C joint bolts to 83-100 lb-ft, just like it says in
TM 9-2350-277-13&P in IETM EM 0321 (Oct 14) and TM 9-2350-366-13&P in
IETM EM 0320 (Jan 13).
Then make alignment marks on the
Mark line across bolt
bolt heads and prop shaft or U-joint
and shaft hardware
yoke. Mark them with a scribe or
awl. That makes it easy for crewmen
to double-check them during PMCS.
The bolt has loosened if the marks
don’t line up.
After torquing the bolts the first
time, drive the vehicle forward about
100 feet and then back. Re-check the
torque and tighten if necessary. The
initial stress of operation sometimes
loosens the bolts.

PS 762
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Stryker…

Put Brakes
to Parking
Accidents!
Oh, MAn! parking me
here coULd tUrN Out
BADly for All of us
if the Driver DOEsn’t
kNOw wHat he’s Doing!

Dear Editor,
Every Stryker driver knows to use the parking brake when parking their
vehicle. But not every driver knows the right way to do it.
Just like the -10 TM
says, the parking brake
alone only works when
the Stryker is parked on
a slope of 30 degrees
or less.
If you’re parking on
a slope steeper than
30 degrees, the vehicle
Parking brake only effective on slopes of 30 percent or less
must also be in 8-wheel
drive with the transfer
case in low range and
the transfer case gear
Vehicle must be
lock engaged. If you
in 8-wheel drive
don’t follow the right
with transfer case
procedure, you could find
in low range and
yourself chasing after
transfer case gear
a runaway vehicle!
lock engaged for
Explaining a smashed
parking on slopes
up Stryker to your
of more than
commander is bad
enough. Someone
30 percent
getting hurt because
you didn’t follow the
TM is a lot worse.
		
		
		

SPC William Taylor
3rd BCT
Ft Carson, CO

PS 762

Editor’s note: That’s great information that’ll
help Stryker drivers put the brakes on accidents.
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Squelch the Squeak!
Guidance Needed for Ballistic Glass
Watch Out for Wrong Way Bolts
Watery Fuel Chokes Your Truck!
Inflate Deflated Air Springs
New Breather Cap Keeps Out Water
A Chock Off the Old Block
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HMMWV…

Squelch the Squeak!
Whatcha writin’
me up for THiS
TimE?

it’S THat
iNFERnaL
SQueAK!
it’S DriViN’
ME nU ts !

There’s nothing more irritating than a constant, loud squeak coming from the engine
compartment of your HMMWV. Most drivers figure it’s a bad serpentine belt pulley
and write it up for their mechanic to fix.
But the problem could be a lot simpler, especially if the squeak is something that
comes and goes. The squeak could be caused by moisture on the serpentine belt.
That doesn’t necessarily
mean you’ve got an engine leak,
Wipe moisture off serpentine belt
to stop squeaking
either. The moisture could be
coming from rainfall, humidity,
the wash rack or even early
morning dew.
Before you write up a
problem that may leave your
mechanic scratching his head,
shut down the engine and try
wiping down the serpentine
belt with a clean, dry cloth. If
the squeak is silenced, your
problem is solved.

PS 762
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HMMWV…

Guidance Needed for Ballistic Glass
Hmmm. I wonder
if your windshields
need replacing?

Tap
Tap
if I can’t see,
you Sure CAn’t!

Tap
Tap Tap
RepLACe
‘eM!

K!
C
H
A
w

ouch!

Dear Half-Mast,
Is there a message or specific guidance for when to change out HMMWV
windshields that are delaminating?
My unit has a bunch of HMMWV windows that show signs of delamination and
I’m wondering if any can be saved. Replacing them would be very expensive.
								

SSG C.G.U.

Dear Sergeant,
TACOM provided the following guidance on ballistic glass. If you see any of these
conditions, replace the glass. It may be expensive, but safety always comes first.
•
•
•
•

Cloudiness in the glass which interferes with vision.
Rock chips, cracks with spider webbing, decals or stickers that impair vision.
Severe damage that impairs vision or is greater than 20 percent of the window area.
Any crack in the interior plastic spall liner layer nearest to the
occupants (non-strike face). Small scratches in the plastic layer
are not cause for replacement unless they interfere with vision.

PS 762
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M1000 HET Semitrailer…

What’s UP?
I gotTa GO!

Watch Out For
gnorW Way Bolts

just HanG On A MinUte! I NeEd
to CHEck the HarDwARe on your
#4 bogie reaL QUiCk.

Operators, take a close look at the number four street-side bogie (axle) on your

HET M1000 semitrailer. Specifically, check for a welded drain valve at the bottom of
the tank near the connector rod and connector rod end.
Now check the locknuts, NSN 5310-00-877-5795, and bolts, NSN 5305-00-7195240, used on the connector rod, NSN 3040-01-371-7854. If the locknuts face the
bottom of the trailer, they can snag the drain valve during steering.
In that case, your mechanic will
need to reverse the locknuts and
Lock nuts
Welded
should face
bolts so the locknuts are facing the
drain valve
toward
ground. Make sure he uses new
ground if
locknuts if the change is necessary.
Lock nuts
drain valve
Not all trailers have the welded
is present
drain valve. If the valve isn’t
there, the locknuts should face the
trailer’s bottom.
For more info, check out TACOM
maintenance information message
15-031 on the TACOM-Unique
Bolts
Logistics Support Applications
(TULSA) website:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA15-031.html
You’ll need your CAC and first-time users must first request access.

PS 762
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M1074/A1, M1075/A1 PLS…

watery fuel chokes your truck!
cough!
haack!

Something
go down
the WROng
wAY, paL?

! yeAh! WAteRY fUeL. yOu
haaCk didn’T
DRAin mY FuEl/WateR
seParAToR agaiN!

cough!

fuel flows through the engine of your M1074/A1 and M1075/A1 PLS smooth and easy—as
long as no water goes along for the ride.
That’s why your PLS has a fuel-water separator. It’s designed to keep water and crud out
of the fuel. But it can’t do that very long unless you drain it regularly.
Not draining the separator leaves water and dirt in the vehicle’s fuel system, neither of
which burns very well. Then the engine runs rough or not at all.
So make checking the fuel/water separator a
part of your truck’s PMCS. Check it after operation
for the M1074/M1075 PLS (see WP 0127-19 of TM
9-2320-364-10). It’s a before- and after-operation
check for the M1074A1/M1075A1 (see WP 0122-6
and 0124-15 of TM 9-2320-319-10-2).
Put a container under the drain hose and turn the
thumb nut on the separator. Allow it to drain until
only pure fuel comes out, then close the thumb nut.
If the fuel doesn’t run clear, close the thumb nut and
Thumb
report it to your mechanic.
nut
Place container under hose and turn thumb nut to drain
Make sure you
dump any drained
fuel into an
approved hazardous
waste container as
directed by your
unit’s SOP.
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FMTV…

inflate DeflateD air springs
oh, MaN! I am NoT
LoOkinG forward
TO ANotheR riDe in
you toDAY.
Y’kNOw, my ride
WoulD BE a lOt
smOothER if YOu’d
re-inflate My
cAB Air SPrinGS.

some operators think they have to deflate both air springs before tilting the cab. And

then they forget to re-inflate them when they finish their work.
With no air, the cab isn’t level. Bumps and jars during operation can make the
springs pinch the bag. A damaged bag won’t hold air so your backside suffers big
time on bumpy roads.
Press and turn CAB knob clockwise to inflate air springs
Truth is, the only time you
should deflate the air springs is
when you’re preparing for air
transport. So leave ‘em alone at
all other times.
If the air springs on your
truck are flat, re-inflate ‘em. Just
press and turn the CAB knob
clockwise on the hydraulic
manifold control panel.
And if you have to replace the air springs, order
them using NSN 2510-01-481-7663 and NSN 251001-481-7651. Your parts manual has the scoop.
Repair both springs on basic and -A1 model
FMTVs (serial numbers 99,999 and below) by
replacing just the air bag, NSN 2510-01-645-7268.
By the way, you won’t find cab air bags
on –A1 model FMTVs (serial numbers
100,001 and higher).

PS 762
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A1P2 FMTVs…

New Breather cap Keeps out water
When it’s time to order a replacement breather
cap for your A1P2 FMTV’s electric hydraulic
power unit (EHPU), use NSN 5340-01-646-6963.

The new cap keeps
water from getting
inside my EHPU, which
can lead to cab lift
tilt hydraulic failure.

Combat and Tactical Vehicles…

A CHOCK OFF THE OLD BLOCK
NSN 2540-

Material

(LxWxH in inches)

01-271-7167
01-614-6138
01-509-5834
00-678-3469
01-510-2836
01-459-4266
00-288-2873
01-579-0934
00-769-5048
00-912-1848
01-165-6136
01-033-0703
01-184-4897

Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Wood
Rubber
Rubber
Aluminum
Wood
Steel
Aluminum alloy
Wood
Aluminum alloy
Aluminum alloy

7x6.5x5.38
8x8x8
8x9.5x5.75
8x9.5x8
8x10x6
9x15x6
9.5x8x5.75
9.5x19.5x4
11.25x11.5x5.5
12x15x9.375
15.5x7.75x5.75
18x18x3
18x18x1.75

PS 762
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it’s a replacement
for the old style cap,
NSN 5340-01-590-0054.

New breather cap
seals out moisture

Need chock blocks
for your combat or
tactical vehicle?
if you can’t find any
in your TMs, make
your own or find
some that’ll work
from this list…

MAY 16

• Put the Lube Back in

Circle Drive

• Smooth Paving with PM
• Lube Up and Lube Now!

N

CONSTRUCTIO

PS 762
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120M Road Grader…

Put the
lube Back
in Circle
Drive
a GOoD CLeaniNG
At the WASH racK
is NicE. But it’S
Got noThiNG ON a
goOd lubiNG for
MY CirclE DRiVe.

Operators, a good scrub-down at the wash rack will have your 120M road grader

lookin’ good. But all that washing takes a toll on the lube for the grader’s circle drive.
So before you call it a day, put some slide-and-glide back into the circle drive
like this:
• Apply some dry film lubricant
to the top and bottom surface
areas of the circle drive. NSN
9150-01-089-1697 brings a
gallon of dry film lubricant.
• Get down on your hands and
knees to add some GAA to
the circle drive’s pinion
teeth. Grease lets the drive
pinion rollers move smoothly.

Lube circle
drive pinion
teeth with
GAA

GAA is available in these sizes:
Size

NSN 9150-

2 1/4-oz tube
14-oz cartridge
1 3/4-lb can
35-lb can

01-197-7688
01-197-7693
01-197-7690
01-197-7692

PS 762

You’ll find
these important
lube points
listed as items
85 and 86
in the AFTER
PMCS tables in
TM 5-3805-29310 (Dec 10).
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No Spray Ether!

8816M BMPM…

SmootH PavIng wItH PM
Here are some tips and procedures
to keep in mind before cranking up
your 8816M bituminous material paving
machine (BMPM) fOr the day’s run.

This can’t be
emphasized enough:

Do not use spray ether
as a starting aid for the
paving machine’s engine!

These reminders can mean the
difference between efficient
paving operations and
unnecessary down time.

The engine has an
intake air pre-heater.
Using ether spray can cause
a fire or explosion that
could kill someone!

8816M BMPM…
Hey!

HolD Up!

You
ForGOT
to greASE
the
CONveYOr!

Start Up

1. Make sure the EMERGENCY STOP switch on each
control panel is off and the left and right joysticks
are in the neutral position.
2. Set the RUN/STOP toggle switches on both the left
and right control pedestals to the STOP position.
3. Make sure the BMPM’s BATTERY DISCONNECT
switch is set to ON.
4. Set either the left or right run/stop toggle
switches to the RUN position.
5. Turn the keyless switch clockwise to the AUX
position. Then continue turning the switch clockwise to the IGN position to engage the starter.
6. Release the switch back to the AUX position
once the engine starts.

EMERGENCY
STOP switch
should be
off…

a little lube in the right place works wonders on your 8816M bituminous material
…with both joysticks
in neutral position

10 Minute Warm Up

The engine needs to warm up for 10 minutes in cold weather before the BMPM is
operated. Warm up allows the vehicle’s hydraulic oil to circulate for smooth operation.
You’ll find this info in WP 0006-3 of TM 5-3895-385-10 (Nov 11).

PS 762
762 18-19.indd 1-2
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lube
lube UP AND
AND
lube
lube NOW!

MAY 16

paving machine (BMPM). And the conveyor grease fittings definitely qualify as the
right place!
A bank of five conveyor grease
fittings is located under the BMPM’s
hopper wing in the middle of the
track on the curb side. These fittings
get coated with dirt and sand, so
make sure you wipe them off before
starting the lube job.
For smooth paving operations, the
fittings need grease daily. Give each
fitting four to five shots of GAA. If
Lube conveyor grease fittings daily with GAA
any of the fittings clog and won’t
take grease, report it.

4/4/16 10:03 AM

• Go Easy On Screws

and Bolts!

• Stay On Track With

AMTRACKS

• Aviation Components

Move to Sustainment

• Are You Flying with

the Right Radio?

• Mounting Bracket

Not Stocked!

• Keep Feet Off Vent

Screens

AVIATION
PS 762
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OH-58D…

Go Easy On Screws and Bolts!
SOme oF This AviONics BAY
components HARdwarE is StuCk.
I’ve BEen bustin’ MY KNuCklEs!

Mechanics, going
overboard when
securing components
in your Kiowa Warrior’s
aft avionics bay means
someone else will have
to work up a sweat
remOving them.

PS 762

you should TRy usiNg PEnetRaTinG FlUid.
but iF it doeSn’T wORk, YoU’Ll have to
CALl the airFrame FolKs for HeLp.

The aft avionics bay is a tight space and packed
with lots of components. There’s not a lot of wiggle
room for tools. So instead of adding one or two extra
turns when tightening bolts and screws, follow the
TM. Tighten them just enough so they can still be
removed later. If there is a torque requirement, follow
that, but never go beyond it.
When nuts and bolts are over-tightened, there’s
no way to break loose bolts or screws to remove or
replace a component, especially in a tightly packed
avionics bay. Then components get broken or
mechanics really do bust their knuckles.
Stuck bolts and screws can be loosened with
penetrating fluid, NSN 6850-00-973-9091. But if
that doesn’t work, you’ll need to call the airframe
folks. They have the right tools to break loose overtightened hardware.
In the end, if you think you can’t remove overtightened hardware without stripping it, call the
airframe folks and let them handle it.
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AGSE…

Stay On Track With AMTRACKS
THiS will
tell us!

do you know
if that MiM has
been applied
to the AGPU?

it’s all
good!

bingo!

If you haven’t heard, there’s a tool in the aviation arsenal called the AMCOM Message Tracking

System (AMTRACKS). Its objective is to track compliance with aviation safety/maintenance
messages and to let users know if their equipment is up-to-date.
Safety is very important in the aviation sector. But safety requirements for ground support
equipment sometimes get overlooked simply because that equipment isn’t aircraft.
Now, the PM for AGSE is joining the team to add the standard aircraft towing system (SATS),
the aviation ground power unit (AGPU) and the generic aircraft nitrogen generator (GANG)
to AMTRACKS.
To manage your equipment, simply select the piece of equipment and enter the serial number
just like you would with an aircraft. Go to the website at: https://amtracks.redstone.army.mil

PS 762
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All Aircraft…

Aviation Components
Move to Sustainment

HEY, JonEs!
did We GET
thAT FreE-iSsue
SHipmeNt frOm
PM Air WArRioR
yet?

Sorry, Gents.
The AViAtioN
comPONents YOu
REQuestEd areN’t
avaiLablE foR
FREe anymore.

Nope. I’m
NOT suRE
whAt thE
HolD-up
iS.

yoU’lL have
TO OrdEr
thEM THRough
the SUPply
SYsTeM.

A viation Mission Survivability Officers (AMSO), back on 1 Nov 13 the electronic

data manager (EDM), NSN 7022-01-535-8774; the global positioning system
(GMR-500), NSN 5895-01-591-9449; and the message router without GPS (GMR100), NSN 5895-01-591-3922, were transitioned to sustainment under the CECOM
Life Cycle Management Command’s (LCMC) Enterprise Soldier Aviation (ESA).
That means the items are no longer available as free issue from PM Air Warrior.
Replacements must be requisitioned and all unserviceable equipment must be turned
in through normal supply channels.
Questions? Contact CECOM ESA item manager Jordan Hancock at DSN 6481374, (443) 395-1374, or email: jordan.w.hancock.civ@mail.mil

PS 762
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UH-72A…

Are You Flying with
the Right Radio?

This should
fiX YouR COmMo
proBLems!

Not SO FAst, buddy!
Before you install thAT
rt-5000 radio, check tHe
dATA plate to MaKe SuRE it
Has the RiGHt part nUmBer!

That’S RiGHT!
The LakOta and

OH-58A/C use siMilAr
RT-5000s, but yOU

if y o u
f in d a n ed
oriz
unauth y o u r
in
r a d io
the
, make
L a k o t a in g e n t r y
w
o
l
ft
fol
a ir c r a
in t h e o o k …
logb

must make SURE You
inSTALl the RighT One
for THE LAkOtA.

x*)
15525-xxx
(PN 400-0 placement per
re
“RT-5000
d
n
a
removal
RT-5000
required
correct
STC with
)”
x*
aircraft’s
15525-xxx
(PN 400-0
*Ensure the PN (s) reflect the RT-5000
to be removed and the correct PN (s) for the
MEP version that is going to be installed.

Got questions about the RT-5000 radio? Contact Keith Stilwell,
DSN 645-0797, (256) 955-0797 or email: keith.e.stilwell.civ@mail.mil

AH-64D/E…

Pilots, having
the right radio
in your Lakota
rotorcraft is
the difference
between
communicating
and not
communicating.

Both airframes use RT-5000, remote mount,
multi-band AM/FM transceiver radios.
The version used for OH-58A/C Kiowas
does not allow for digital transmission
and reception of the same frequency
signals like the RT-5000 approved
for the Lakota.
if your Uh-72A’s radio
isn’t operating properly,
eyeball the part number
(PN) and cross check
that PN against the
proper supplemental
type certificate (STC)
for the correct Mission
Equipment Package (MEP)
of the rotorcraft.

The bad news is that some
RT-5000 radios meant for
Kiowa OH-58A/C models have
been installed on the
Lakota UH-72A models.
The wrong radio sets were
moved into unit avionic stocks
and used in Lakotas as line
replaceable
units ( LRU
s). Identification
Internal Transceiver
Module

MOUNTING
BRACKET
NOT
STOCKED!
Mechanics, are you having
problems ordering the mounting
bracket, NSN 5340-01-431-3065,
for your Apache?

UHF: 800 MHz
ITM S/N: 721CKV2514
Radio hasFWID:
wrong R12
PN? 00 17

Don’t install in Lakota!

That’s
because it
isn’t stocked
and can’t be
ordered as
a separate
item.

RT-5000 TRANSCEIVER
P/N: 400-015525-5311
FAA PANA MODEL ELIGIBILITY

instead,
you’ll have
to order the
next higher
assembly,
the quadrant
control
assembly,
NSN 1680-01375-0815.

MODEL AS 350B BA B1 B2 B3 D
WULFSBERG ELECTRONICS DIVISION
Prescott, Arizona U.S.A. CAGE 187G3

THIS DEVICE COMPLIES WITH PART 15 OF
Lakotas equipped with a security and
support ( s&s) MEP need the RT-5000s
with PN 400-105525-6011 for comm #4 and
PN 400-105525-6111 for comm #5.

762 24-25.indd 1-2

THE FCC in
RULES.
OPERATION
For Lakotas
a nons&s MEP IS SUBJECT
TO THE FOLLOWING
TWOradio
CONDITIONS
configuration,
the RT-5000
400-015525-5111
should
(1) be
THISPNDEVICE
MAY NOT CAUSE HARMFUL
operating in comm #4.
INTERFERENCE AND (2) THIS DEVICE
MUST ACCEPT ANY INTERFERENCE
RECEIVED INCLUDING INTERFERENCE
THAT MAY CAUSE UNDESIRED OPERATION.

Order next higher assembly to get bracket

PS 762
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UH-60A/L,
HH-60M…

keep
those
boots

danger!
danger!

off

of us!

Keep Feet Off Vent Screens
Mechanics, when you’re topside on your
Black Hawk doing rotor head maintenance…

…steer your feet clear
of the APU vent screens.

Even though the vent
screens are a no-step zone,
they still take a beating
because so little attention
is given to where mechanics’
feet go while working.
When boots contact the
screens, the screens
bend, crack, and…

break!
Even when you’re being
careful, it’s easy to
step on and mangle the
screens as you move
around on top of the
aircraft!
So, to cut down on
damaged vent screens,
stencil NO-STEP on the stem
of the vent screen panel
as a reminder for
your feet.

Stencil
NO STEP
on stem
of vent
screen
panels

Bottom line:
Watch your
step when
topside by
steering your
feet clear of
the APU vents
screens.

PS 762
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The Supply Diaries
Congratulations
on your promotion,
Sergeant Gilbert.
Glad you’ve joined
our team.

Thanks, Ma’am.
it’s an honor to
wear the patch
of the legendary
fighting llamas!

So I’ll
leave you
to settle
in.

PS 762

As you can
see by the
dust on your
desk, this
supply slot’s
been vacant
quite a while.

oK…
Oh?

wHat in THe
WORld!?
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,
Dear Diary

PS!

y 1 at
End of Da ady
e
lr
a
,
b
jo
new
ed
overwhelm
s
by the pile All
k.
on my des ide,
as
schooling
I’m really a his
t
newbie at
ff.
supply stu
Where do
I start?!?
Whoa! Must’ve
been a dream.
Guess I
drifted off.

No,
who’s
that?

Lunch,

Hey,
Bennett, I
met Captain
Forbes
yesterday.
She seems
cool.

the Next
Day…

Your predecessor. The
last supply guy. Something
happened to Salvatore here.
He… changed. Got real testy,
snappish. One day he just
threw up his hands and left.

Well, she can
wind up real
fast if something
goes wrong.
She tell you
about Sergeant
Salvatore?

Went…
AWOl?

Nobody knows! The story
goes that he freaked out
over a supply request,
took off and was never
heard from again.

Dunno.
Just be
careful.
This place
can get in
people’s
heads.

Later…

WondeR
What reaLly
hAPPenEd?

,
Dear Diary
Day 5.
Yeah, I’ve
g,
had trainin
g
in
h
t
o
n
t
bu
me
prepared
uge
h
is
h
t
r
fo
.
g
backlo
How can I
dle
get a han
?
s
g
in
h
on t

?

Where
did this
come
from?

PS 762
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I’m in over
my head, too!
Nobody else
here has a clue
either. they
just tell me to
‘figure it out.’

A

few weeks
later, SGT
gilbert is
stilL sorting
through the
mesSy stacks
of stuff on
her desk. She
Opens a TM
and finds this
mysterious
note…

I
DO
HOW ITEM
FIND AGERS
MAN

No matter how
hard it gets,
I’ve got to hang
in there.

I’ll work
it, sergeant
locKwOOd.

???

this Must be Sergeant
Salvatore’s last cry for
help. I’m beginning to think
he wasn’t crazy after all.

hey, gilbert!
GOt ShorTageS
on This
equiPMent.

77

55

33

88
22

762 30-31.indd 1-2
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Later…

I Tried to order
parts, but the
component lists
and TMs don’t
have NSNs or part
numbers. Or if they
do, can’t find ’em in
FED LOG or SKOT.

Next

day, at
the officE…

Day 61.
ink
I don’t th
is
h
t
I can do
sink
alone. It’s
e,
im
t
or swim
ing!
k
in
s
m
I’
and
P!!
I need HEL o
d
re
e
h
But w
?
it
d
in
f
I

774433

well,
gilbeRt?

557722

997733

5588000088

sergeant
gilbert?
HeLlO??

So you didn’t
vanish into thin air,
sergeant salvatore?
They’ve been pulling
my leg here.

1199

33669900
661166

,
Dear Diary

Hello, Sergeant
Gilbert. Finally got
a moment to pop
over and introduce
myself. I’m your
counterpart over
at C Co.

MAY 16
3/22/16 1:13 PM

I feel like
I have. 92Y!
Can I pick
your brain
about a few
things?

I’m the
other
Sergeant
Salvatore.
92Y at your
service.

Sure, I’ve
got some
time.

Hey, now
you’ve gone
from looking
like you
might faint
to looking
like you
just won the
lottery.

Yup. if you can’t find a TM for your equipment,
search in FED LOG for the NSN or LIN. Under
“SOS” or source of supply, you may find a
manufacturer listed. Sometimes they have
commercial TMs. But if under “SOS” the item is
coded SmS, that’s dla. With more stuff going
to sustainment, dla is often the pOc.

in that case, you gotta go through dla’s
customer support desk. Call the dla Customer
Interaction Center toll-free at (877) 3522255, DSN 661-7766, (269) 961-7766, or email:

dlacontactcenter@dla.mil

...so don’t waste another second!
As soon as we’re done here go
straight to AKO and check out the
CSDP and Property Accountability
Knowledge Center at:

AwesOme! thanks.
By Any cHanCE, do
YOu knoW How I caN
find itEm Managers?

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/
page/670916

Wow! my
head is
spinning.
in a GoOd
way,
though.

Don’t forget the
most important thing
of all, a monthly
subscription to
PS Magazine.

hMmm… that
sOUnds familiAR.

They’ve got tons of supply and
property book info. if you don’t
find what you need, click the red
Ask the Expert button, or email:

usarmy.lee.tradoc.mbx.pa-csdphelpdesk@mail.mil

Sure. Go to:

https://lrcweb1.apg.army.mil/
i2log/search.cfm

COol!
Any oTheR
Tips?

Enter a NIIN or LIN in
the search box, look at
the “ANAL CD” tab. Hover
your mouse over that
box a few secs. The item
manager’s name/contact
info should appear.
Well, after 65 years it should! PS
has earned its rep as a great source
of info. I never miss an issue. Find out
how to get a subscription at:

if not, write down the
letters there. Go back
to the main page and
enter that code into the
analyst code box.

PS 762
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Oh, now I remember!
I’ve beEn hearing and
seeing the initials PS
everywhere. Odd.

Later,

in the
Salvatore Home…
I can’t believe
you just up and
told Gilbert
all your nifty
supply tricks,
Stefan!

acTUAllY,
it was Ps!
All right,
that’s it!

indeed.
Now that
I’ve gotten
you off to a
good start,
Gilbert, I’ll
leave you
to wrangle
some order
outta this
chaos. Give
me a call
if you need
help.

Just because you were
sergeant Lazybones back
then and didn’t listen to
me doesn’t give you any
excuse to lecture me
now. And don’t act all
innocent, Damon. I know
you’ve been dropping two
sweet little initials in
Gilbert’s path!

it’s officially on.
We’ll see which
one of us Gilbert
turns to later
when she needs to
find authorized
substitute LINs.

Thanks, Sergeant
Salvatore. I won’t
forget what you’ve
taught me.

don’t
know
what you
mean,
brO. BS!

SMALL
ARMS

• Be Clear on Clearing

Procedure

• Going to the Firing
•
•
•
•
•

CBRN

Range? Here’s What
You Need!
Make PMCS Part of 2404
Only One Sling Needed
Bolt and Backplate
NSNs Corrected
Little Breechblock Pins
Can Cause Big Problems
Chaining Still No Pain

• Take Measure of

JSLIST

• CBMS PMCS Makes

Things A-OK!

PS 762
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M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Be Clear on Clearing Procedure
no, MY
way!

my
WaY!

my
WaY!

no, MY
way!

OPERATING PROCEDURES—
UNLOADING AND CLEARING
YOUR RIFLE
1. Point weapon in a safe direction.
2. Place weapon selector lever
on SAFE. (NOTE: If the weapon
is not cocked, lever cannot be
pointed toward SAFE.) Remove
magazine by depressing
magazine catch button and
pulling the magazine down.
3. Lock the bolt open.
(1) Pull the charging handle to
the rear.
(2) Press and hold the bottom
of the bolt catch.

my
WaY!

no, MY
way!

say, these
two Don’T AGreE
oN MY Clearing
PRocEdUre.

That’S
STRAnGe.
gUesS we
NeEd TO FinD
OUT who’s
right.

(3) Allow the bolt to move
forward until it engages
the bolt catch.
(4) Return the charging handle
to the forward position.
(5) Ensure that the selector is
on SAFE.
4. Visually inspect the chamber
to ensure it contains no
ammunition.

Dear Editor,
The M16/M4 TM 9-1005-319-10 (Jun
10) and FM 3-22.9 (Aug 08, w/Ch1, Feb
11) give different procedures for clearing
the weapon. The FM requires the Soldier
to dry fire the weapon, while the TM
doesn’t. It would be a good idea for
PS to clear up the clearing confusion.
MSG Rex Frazier
2nd Eng Bde
Ft Richardson, AK

You’re
right,
Master
Sergeant!
The TM
and fM
will
both be
changed
so that
they
agree.

But that may be a ways down the road. So here’s
how the procedure will read in Para 2-19 in the TM:

PS 762
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5. Allow the bolt to move forward
by pressing the upper portion of
the bolt catch.
6. Close the ejection port cover.

NOTE: if weapon is to be
stored, it should be dry fired
to release tension on hammer
spring: unload and clear the
rifle. keeping the weapon
pointed in a safe direction,
place selector lever on SEMI
and squeeze the trigger.

in Para 3-3, delete ‘‘Pull
back charging handle (1)
and check chamber (2).
Place selector lever
on SAFE.’’
Para 4-1 of the FM will
say essentially the
same thing.

Units should
make copies of
the procedure
and distribute
them to
all Soldiers
who use the
M16 or M4.

3/20/16 11:55 PM

Small Arms…

yes,
I am.

Going to
the Firing
Range?
it can be
frustrating to
arrive at the
firing range
only to realize
you’re missing
important items
like targets.
A few years
back, Master
Sergeant Ernie
Hammons (Ret)
from Camp
Beauregard in
Pineville, LA,
shared this list
of NSNs for

everything
you need at
the range.

Armorers,
keep a copy
OF this LisT.
You’ll need it
eventually,

ga r-on-tee d
(as they say
in Louisiana)!

762 38-39.indd 1-2

maybe
noT THis
mUch!

?

Here’s
what you
nEed!
Item

NSN

Item

NSN

Item

NSN

Sandbags (100)
Staple gun
Staples, 1/2 in
Staples, 3/8 in
Fire extinguisher
Glue, target adhesive
Stopwatch
Tape, 100 mph, 2 in
Tape, 100 mph, 1 in
Tape, engineer white
Magazine, M16
(30 round)
Magazine, M9
Magazine, M14
Pasters, black (5,000)
Pasters, white (5,000)
Nails, 10d (1 lb box)
Targets, M16A2 zero
(25 meter)
Targets, M16A2 zero
(15 meter)
Targets, M16A2 and
M4 zero (25 meter)
Targets, M16A1/A2
(25 meter)
Targets, M16A1/A2
(15 meter)
E type silhouettes,
plastic

8105-00-285-4744
5120-00-889-1796
5315-00-889-2605
5315-00-889-2604
4210-01-149-1356
8040-00-275-8105
6645-01-106-4302
7510-00-515-0319
7510-00-890-9872
8315-01-463-5853

Targets, M9 pistol
CLP, 4 oz bottle
CLP, 1/2 oz bottle
Cleaning compound,
rifle bore (RBC)
Oil, LSA (2 oz bottle)
Oil, LSA (4 oz bottle)
Toothbrush
Swabs, M16 cleaning
Swabs (for M240B,
M9, M2)
Cleaners, pipe
VS17 panel,
marker for
helicopter landing
Cups, styrofoam 6 oz
(1,000)
Earplugs, foam
(200)
Earplugs, combat
(50 pr)
Earplug cases (20)
Rod, brass
(for clearing M16,
M4, M249)
First aid kit
Flag, red range
M249 front sight tool

6920-01-276-6604
9150-01-079-6124
9150-01-102-1473

Assault pack,
ACU Molle
Trash bags, clear
(33 gal)
Trash bags, clear
(10 gal)
Self-sealing bags,
clear (quart)
Combat lifesaver bag
(complete)
Rags (50 lb bundle)
Case,
weapons cleaning,
with ALICE belt clip
Clip
Chemlights, green
(for night firing)
Flashlight filter,
green
Chemlights, red
(for night firing)
Flashlight filter, red
Sunblock
Cooler, water (5 gal),
brown
M16/M4 improved
cleaning kit

8465-01-524-5250

1005-01-561-7200
1005-01-204-4376
1005-00-628-9048
6920-00-165-6354
6920-00-172-3572
5315-00-753-3883
6920-01-253-4005
6920-01-167-1393
6920-01-395-2949
6920-01-167-1398
6920-01-167-1396
6920-00-071-4780
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6850-00-224-6656
9150-00-935-6597
9150-00-889-3522
1005-00-494-6602
1005-00-912-4248
1005-00-288-3565
9920-00-292-9946
8345-00-174-6865
7350-00-721-9003
6515-00-137-6345
6515-01-466-2710
6515-01-100-1674
3439-00-244-4541
6545-00-922-1200
8345-00-025-3355
5120-13-112-9600
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8105-01-183-9768
8105-01-195-8730
8105-00-837-7755
6545-01-254-9551
7920-00-205-1711
1005-00-781-9564
1005-00-781-9564
6260-01-074-4229
6230-00-504-8341
6260-01-178-5559
6230-00-504-8342
6505-01-121-2336
7330-00-893-8550
1005-01-562-7393
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Small Arms…

Make PMCS Part of 2404
This form is great!
it lists every PMCS
check for me.
you WON’t misS
anYthinG now WhEN
you ChecK ME out.

Yeah, especially
since I now HAVe
to iniTiaL eVery
ChecK!

Dear Editor,
For years, many motor pools have used DA Form 2404s, Equipment
Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet, that actually list each specific PMCS
check (DA Form 5988E is the electronic version). That way a Soldier has to
initial that he did each check, which better ensures each check is done.
We decided to apply the same principle to small arms. For each weapon in
the arms room, as well as for the M119A2 howitzer, and the M224, M252 and
M120 mortars, we developed 2404s that list verbatim every PMCS check for
the annual inspection by the small arms or howitzer repairer.
When the repairer is ready to do the annual inspection, we print out the
2404 for him. Repairers, of course, also need to use the weapon’s -23&P TM
for reference. Just like with the regular 2404, all the information is then
entered into SAMS-E.
We keep our 2404s in an electronic format so they can easily be updated
when the TMs are updated. It’s important that the PMCS on the 2404
remain identical to what’s in the -23&P TM.
We believe this system has greatly increased the thoroughness of our
battalion’s weapons PMCS.
SSG Chad Washburn
B Co, 526 BSB
Ft Campbell, KY

Editor’s note: We’re for anything that makes for better PMCS, especially when
it encourages use of the -23 TMs. Ft Campbell has provided PS with electronic
versions of their 2404s. If you would like copies, just send an email to:
usarmy.redstone.logsa-mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Only
One Sling
Needed

Says here you’ve
got two slings.
Wonder if I need to
order both of ‘em?

one is ENOUGh.
I Have ONE and
my BrotheR m4
has ANoThEr.

Dear Editor,
The M16/M4’s TM 9-1005-319-10 lists
two slings in the components of end item
(COEI). But because there is no usable on
code (UOC) for either sling, commanders
sometimes mistakenly think they need
both slings.
Not true! One sling is all you need. Use
NSN 1005-01-216-4510 for an M16 sling and
NSN 1005-01-368-9852 for an M4 sling.

Armorers,
you might
want to make
a note in
WP 0020 00-3
in the TM.
Thanks, David!

David Barger 		
Command Maintenance Evaluation and
Training Team (COMET)
Ft Campbell, KY

MK 19 Machine Gun…

Bolt and Backplate NSNs Corrected
Dear Editor,
Please alert your readers that the parts list for the MK 19’s bolt and
backplate assembly in TM 9-1010-230-23&P (31 Aug 12) is wrong. Fig 5 lists
different part numbers for the same item.
SGT Thomas Lovas
CSMSA
Manchester, NJ

Editor’s note: TACOM is aware of the mistake
and will correct this in the next TM revision. In the
meantime, you can get the correct parts list by writing
PS at: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
Thanks for alerting us, Sergeant.

M11 Pistol…

Little

YOU’re
DarNed ToOtin’
I Can cAuse
BIG proBleMs
if I’m NOT
handLed
RiGht!

Breechblock
Pins Can Cause
BIG Problems

The M11 pistol’s breechblock pins may be little, but they can cause big problems if

they’re not handled correctly.
If the pins are installed wrong, they can be damaged, which lets the breechblock float
in the slide assembly. That makes the M11 NMC. Incorrectly installed pins also wear out
the breechblock and slide assembly faster.
To avoid being pinned down by breech-block pin problems, remember these points:
Removal and installation of the breechblock pins should be done only by the 91F
repairman. Operators and armorers need to leave the pins alone.
The pins should be installed with the outer pin’s slot at the 12 o’clock position and
the inner pin’s at 6 o’clock. The pins should be inspected quarterly by the 91F to ensure
they’re in the correct position.
Inner pin

Install outer pin with slot at 12 o’clock
and inner pin with slot at 6 o’clock

Outer pin

Remove the breechblock pins
only during disassembly and
repair of the slide assembly. The
pins aren’t reusable. Any time
they’re removed they should be
replaced with new ones.
Some breechblock pins in the field are too large. They’re in lot numbers
W16BEC-15-0002, W16BEC-15-0003 and W16BEC-15-0004. If you find any of these pins,
file a PQDR.
Any time a pin doesn’t want to fit, don’t force it. You’ll only damage the pin. Try a
different one.

PS 762
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M2 Machine Gun…

this wilL
hElP KeEp
thesE m2s
SecURe!

CHAINING STILL NO PAIN
Dear Editor,
Years ago PS ran a suggestion on how to chain M2
machine guns together for transport to the field.
We have found that suggestion so useful over the
years. It would be a good idea to repeat it for all the
Soldiers who have come into the Army since then.
CW2 John Blanton
CSMS
Ft Polk, LA

Sure thing, Chief. That was
in Ps 586 (Sep 01) and the
suggestion came from SSG Carl
Young of Port Neches, TX.

The problem is that if you don’t have a
rack for transporting M2s to the field
you must secure them by running a chain
through the barrel extension holes.

SSG Young made a
locking plate that
solves the problem.

But the holes aren’t
always the same diameter,
so it’s a pain to find a chain
that fits all of them.

Simply slide the plate through the
charging handle slot and run the chain
through the plate’s hole.

1-1/2" r

The plate can also
be used to secure M2s
in the arms room.

Thickness:
5/16" min
3/8" max

6-1/4" min
6-3/4" max
4-3/4"

3"

Support can fabricate
the locking plate using
these plans and
two pieces of 5/16-in steel,
one 6 1/4 x 3 inches and
the other 5 x 1 1/2 inches.

PS 762

Diameter
of hole:
1-1/2" min
1- 3/4" max

Weld all
around

1-1/2"

5"
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I don’T THinK I
meaSUred yOur
pants Right.

BetTer CHECk
with HaLf-MasT
on ThiS!

For the coat, measure the
Soldier’s height without
boots and then his chest.
Locate which coat he
needs on this chart…

Don’t forget to keep track
of how long a JSLIST is
out of its bag and how many
times you wash it.
Once a JSLIST is removed
from the bag, it’s good
for 120 days max.
The limit for wearing

JSLIST is 45 days and the
limit for washing is six times
(mark each wash on the
JSLIST care label).

JSLIST is
one piece of
clothing you
want to fit
just right.

Once any of these limits are
reached, the suit is good
only for training.
stencil on the suit
in big letters

ING
FOR TRAIN
ONLY

if it’s too
big or too
small, it may
not protect
you. Plus
you’ll have
trouble
moving.

H e r e ’s
the n
y o
s k in n

…

sizing

Have the Soldier remove
his boots. Ask him to place
the measuring tape along
the inside of his leg as high
as possible.
With the Soldier standing
as straight as possible
with both feet together,
measure to the floor. Next,
measure his waist. Then use
this chart…

762 44-45.indd 1-2

INSEAM (Inches)

Just because
a Soldier
wears a certain
uniform size
doesn’t mean
he’ll wear that
size JSLIST .

38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25

how tiMe
hAs FLOWn!
120 days
have goNe
by and
nOw Your
PRotecTiON
days are
OVer!

M/L

M/R
S/S

L/L

L/R

XL/L

XXL/L XXXL/L

XL/R

M/S

S/XS
25 - 32 33 - 38 39 - 44 45 - 50 51 - 56 57 - 62
WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE (Inches)

HEIGHT (Inches)

Take
Measure of
JSLIST

78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57

S/S

L/L

XL/L

M/R

L/R

XL/R

XXL/L XXXL/L

M/S

S/XS

31 - 36 37 - 42 43 - 48 49 - 54 55 - 60 61 - 66
CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE (Inches)

Never use a knife to
open a JSLIST bag. Even
a slight nick can ruin a
suit. Use the bag’s tear
notch to open it.

WELl, I can
StiLl traiN
You FOR the
reaL THinG!

When you’re suiting up, put the
pants on first. You’ll need to
adjust the suspenders before
you put on the coat.

HOld oN
ThERe,
ParDner!
Put my pants
on first
SinCE you’lL
nEed tO
ADJust the
SUsPenDers!

Once you’ve got the suspenders
right, put on the coat, then
the boots, then the mask and
finally the gloves.
Don’t forget to attach the strap
that holds the coat down over
the pants. it’s uncomfortable,
but without the strap, the coat
won’t stay in place.

PS 762
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M1135 NBCRV Stryker…

CBMS PMCS Makes Things A-OK!
if you’re
running into
problems with
your

M1135 NBCRV

Stryker’s
chemical
biological mass
spectrometer II
(CBMS II), a
little weekly
PMCS can make
things A-OK.

• Do a complete Operator PMCS
using TM 3-6665-392-13&P,
including the weekly PMCS.
Make sure you put the system in
STANDBY and run it for 4 hours to
ensure it’s fully mission capable.

hold it, bub. my
CBMs has onLY bEen
in staNDBY for thReE
hours. it’s GoT
Another Hour to go.

• Give the CBMS II as much time as it needs to complete its builtin-test (BIT) sequence. If you shut down the CBMS too soon, it
eventually can lead to BIT failures with a corresponding FAIL
code on Page 6 of the status tab. Running the BIT sequence
plus the confidence checks can take up to 5 hours. But the
CBMS will do most of that automatically without your having
to stand over it. If you do the weekly PMCS on time, it cuts
down the time needed to complete the start up procedure.
• Do the confidence checks both before and after you go into
STANDBY for PMCS.
• Document any FAIL codes from Page 6 on
either a DA Form 5988-E or 2404. That way
the field level maintainer can do a better
job troubleshooting what’s wrong.

OK, you got
TWO fail
codes on my
CBMS PMCS.
don’t forget
to Report ‘em
so we can get
the prOBLEmS
FiXed.

• Shut down the CBMS like it says in TM 3-6665-392-13&P. Make
sure the soldier display unit (SDU) says it’s safe to turn off the
power before you do.
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• Engine Too Fast?

Start Won’t Last!

• SMART-T KGV-310B

Battery Life Increased!

• PM Leads Way Out

of Darkness

• MEP-803A 10-kW

Door Handle NSN

• Better Communication

Through PM

COMMUNICATIONS
PS 762
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10-kW AMMPS
Generators…

The manufacturer has removed
the faulty governor actuator from
AMMPS production and replaced
it with a new actuator, NSN 291001-626-5028, that should prevent
overspeed shutdowns. Actuator
replacement instructions are found
in WP 0069-10 of TM 9-6115-75024&P (Dec 11).

Engine Too Fast?
Start Won’t Last!
An OVERspEed
sHuTDOwn faUlt?
What’s Goin’ ON?

I’ve GOt
a Bad
GovernoR
ActUaTOr!

NOT MY
FAUlt!

To replace actuator, follow TM instructions

AN/TSC-154A Satellite Communication Terminal…

SMART-T KGV-310B
Battery Life Increased!
H

as your 10-kW advanced medium mobile power system (AMMPS) generator been
showing a Fault 234: Overspeed Shutdown code during startup? Then read on.
The overspeed shutdown occurs when the engine goes 10 percent beyond its rated
speed. In this case, the greater engine speed is caused by a faulty governor actuator.
The shutdown happens when the air temperature is between 21°F and 41°F.
If a Fault 234: Overspeed Shutdown
Fault 234: Overspeed Shutdown
8.0
code shows up on the generator’s
Hours
Warning 1992: High Speed Warning
digital control system (DCS) screen,
Genset Mode: Emergency Stop
2014-03-04
15:21:30
Configuration: 10 kW, 3-Phase, 120/208 V, 60 Hz
take the CORRECTIVE ACTION
Power
Freq
Fuel
Battery Battery
Oil
Coolant
Contactor 11.0
66
100
40
+90
100
240
found in WP 0010 of TM 9-6115-750Open
60
+0
10 (Feb 11):
Step 1. Push the FAULT RESET
switch to clear the fault on
the DCS display.
Step 2. Turn the engine control
switch to START.
Step 3. If the Fault 234: Overspeed
Shutdown reappears, notify
field maintenance.

Switchbox
Open

0
38 %

Genset Voltage L-L
L1-L2 L2-L3 L3-L1
270

Mode
Unit
Battleshort
Inactive

L-N

54
0.0 Hz

0.0
0.0 kW

0

0

0

L-L

10
-90
24.3 Vdc +0 Adc

Bus Voltage L-L
L1-L2 L2-L3 L3-L1
270

0

0 Vac

0
0
Adjustments

0 Vac

About

0
0 PSI

762 48-49.indd 1-2

Wait! The
expiration date
for my KGV-310B’s
battery has been
extended four
additional years!

0
97°F

Genset Current
L1
L2
L3
51

0
0.0

0.0 0.0 Aac
Maintenance

If Overspeed Shutdown occurs, restart
generator following WP 0010 instructions

Usually, three startup attempts are enough to warm the engine for starting. If you
have a winterization kit attached to the generator, you may want to start the kit before
starting the generator.

PS 762

Well, it’s
time to
check your
KGV-310B’s
battery
expiration
date.
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The secure mobile anti-jam reliable tactical terminal’s (SMART-T) battery expiration

date has been extended four years beyond the current date stenciled on KGV-310Bs in
the field. So make a note until the battery expiration date is updated.
Questions? Contact the SMART-T helpdesk at DSN 648-9324, (888) 663-8434
or by email at: usarmy.apg.cerdec.list.smart-t-help-desk@mail.mil

3/31/16 11:35 AM

AN/PVS-14 Night Vision Device…

PM Leads

Way Out of
Darkness

Get the new single battery housing, NSN 5855-01523-4058. Its screw cap makes it much easier to install
and remove the battery. The new housing is installed by
your repairman. Which leads us to the last tip...

You know why
you can’t see

anything?

You didn’t
do PMCs on
your NVG!!

Dear Editor,
We have a few suggestions on the AN/PVS-14 night vision device (NVD) that will
help Soldiers see clearly in the dark.
ThiNGs
lOok so
BLuRry!

We can see
clearly these
are great
sight tips.
Thanks once
again for
your help.

Single battery
housing
makes battery
installation
and removal
much easier

Uh-OH, I
forGot
To seNd
you iN fOr
services.

...Remove the batteries for storage. If the -14 is
going to be sitting in the arms room for weeks, TAKE
THE BATTERIES OUT. We see so many -14s ruined because
batteries aren’t removed. The batteries leak and often
the -14 is unrepairable. Make battery removal part of
the check-in procedure.

HOLD
ON!

I
am nOt
Going in Until
You taKe
there
Out my
BatTeriES!

Keep track of the 180-day services. If armorers let their AN/PVS-14s
miss the services, moisture builds up inside the NVDs and soon images
become blurry. If you’re not sure when the last time your -14s
were serviced, check with support. They’ll have a record.

If you’re not wearing your
-14, store it in its case. We’ve
had several instances where
-14s were run over because
they had been left lying on the
ground. If the storage case has
disappeared, order one with NSN
5855-01-398-4284. To make
doubly sure your -14 doesn’t
disappear, use something like
550 cord to tie the case to
your pack.

762 50-51.indd 1-2

SGT Frederick Barnes
SSG James Rodgers
632nd Mtn Co
Ft Stewart, GA

Not wearing
AN/PVS-14?
Then put it in
its case…
…and tie case
to your pack

MEP-803A 10-kW Door Handle NSN
There’s a new NSN and PN for the MEP-803A (10-kW) generator’s door handle. Order it with
NSN 5340-01-467-0760 (PN 579SDTXXSXXX, CAGE 27182). It replaces NSN 5340-01-379-0893
(PN S79SDTXXSXXX, CAGE 27182), which is listed as Item 5 in Fig 5 of TM 9-6115-642-24P
(Oct 96). That NSN is a terminal item and the PN listed is wrong.
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RT-1523E/F
SINCGARS…

Better Communication
Through PM
CaN YOu
hEaR me
NoW?

Trouble transmitting? Clean
the
connector
pins. Just
spending a few seconds cleaning
connector pins with isopropyl
alcohol, NSN 6810-00-753-4993,
and a foam swab, NSN 704501-482-4037, will often erase
communication problems.

sure CAN! thanks
tO ThEse tiPs from
FT StewArt.

When installing the battery,
don’t jerk on the battery
cable. That puts the radio out
of business.

Dear Editor,
We take care of the RT-1523E and -1523F SINCGARS at Ft Stewart. We can
testify loud and clear that these tips will boost radio communication:

Unlock function switch knobs
by gently pulling them out before
turning them. We replace many
knobs because Soldiers forget this
simple rule. They repeatedly force
the knobs to turn and eventually
the knobs stop working.

Clean connector pins with
swab and isopropyl alcohol

Don’t pry the battery
connector cover off the
battery. That damages the
connector. The cover has a wire
loop that lets you easily pull off
the cover. If it’s missing, tell your
repairman. He can replace the
loop with NSN 5995-01-461-8616.
Of course, when you install the
battery, don’t make the mistake
of getting the loop caught under
the battery. That keeps you out
of the loop.
		
		
		
		

SGT Frederick Barnes
SSG James Rodgers
632nd Mtn Co
Ft Stewart, GA

Use loop to remove battery connector
cover and replace if missing

thanks
for the
goOd
adviCe!

We Hear
YOu lOud
anD
clear!

Pull knob out before turning

Don’t force the P1 connector
when installing it in the vehicle
amplifier adapter (VAA). You
must align the P1 before you
lock it in place. If it won’t lock
in easily, it’s not aligned. If you
force it on, you break the P1
pins. That means no commo. We
replace way too many P1 connectors.
At $220 a shot, it adds up to real
money.

no
problem,
CONnie!

Forcing P1 connector ruins pins

PS 762
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LOGISTICS

• Searching PS Magazine

is a Snap!

• Driver’s Training Toolbox
• Learn Serial Number

Tracking

• SOP Exchange Library
• Ask the CAT
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Searching
PS Magazine
is a Snap!

it’s
truE!

Ps is full of
great info,
covering more
than 65 years.
But when you’re
digging through
a big pile of
Ps issues
looking for a
specific article,
it can feel like
hunting for
a needle in a
haystack.

That’s why
we made
a search
tool that
helps you
search our
archives.

And we’ve
slimmed
down and
simplified
the tool
so it’s even
easier to
use.

ch tool
Give our sear
go to…
a spin! First,

PS 762

and who wants
to Do that?

wait til
they gEt
a lOok
at the
new and
improved
me!

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
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Here are a few helpful hints when using our search tool:
scrOlL Down
the page until
you see a
box labeled
‘‘Magazine
Search.’’

You can search by
• words
• nomenclatures
• NSNs
• TMs
• model numbers

almost
any term
used in the
magazine
wilL wOrk!

Just enter what you’re looking for and press the “Search” button.

• Searches aRe not CAse senSitive.
• Single word searches. To find an article with a particular word, simply type that word in
the search field. For example, tritium will find all articles that contain the word tritium.
HMMWV will find all articles with the term HMMWV.
• Multiple word searches. Here’s how to search for articles that contain multiple words:
–– tripod hazard finds all articles with both tripod and hazard in them.
–– tripod hazard NSN finds all articles with all three words in them.
• Searching for numbers. You can easily search for a string of numbers by simply typing
them in (for example, 4587632 will find articles containing the sequence of numbers
4587632). Adding a dash (-) between numbers will bring back the results with dashes.
• Search for NSNs, part numbers, TM numbers, and work packages like this:
–– NSN 1005-01-306-9442 will find all articles with NSN 1005-01-306-9442.
–– TM 9-1005-437-13&P will find all articles with TM 9-1005-437-13&P.
–– PN 1005991-1 will find all articles with PN 1005991-1.
–– WP 0004 00-6 will find all articles with WP 0004 00-6.
• Search for hyphenated words the same way. For example:
–– Entering CAC-enabled will find articles that contain CAC-enabled.
–– Entering non-standard will find articles that contain non-standard.

Use a question mark to do a
wildcard search.

in the search
results, the most
current articles
are listed first
and title lines
are linked to
their articles.

The summary
shown is text
lifted from
the article.

?
All the

Ps PDF files
if the search
term is
found in the
summary, it’s
highlighted.

from 2000
forward are
searchable.

The question
mark (?)
can
replace
any
character(s)
before or
after the
search term.

For example:
• ?ank will find:
–– Articles with the word tank.
–– Articles with the word thanks.
–– Articles with the word cantankerous.
• up? will find:
–– Articles with the word up.
–– Articles with the word upgrades.
–– Articles with the word updates.

We didn’t load issues
before 2000 into our search
tool. But you can still view
issues back to 1990 on our
website by checking our
archives and indexes.

Still can’t find what you need? Drop us an email at:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

PS 762
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set up – or beef up – your unit’s driver’s training program
with the US Army Combat Readiness Center’s

Driver’s Training Toolbox
just grab the ToOls yOu NeEd and…
ah-ha!

oh yeah!

GO!

Navigating
vi g a ti ng
Na
the
toolbox
o lb o x
e to
th
Th e
is aa sn
snap!
ap ! The
is
w eb
menu
and
web
nd
a
u
en
m
page
la yo ut
p a g e layout
and
are
clear and
a r e clear
simple.
simple.

oh my!

urk…

cowabunga!

unnng…

Equipment support
materials cover
these categories:

the website
has separate
menu listings
for information
by vehicle type,
publications
(including
regulations,
training
circulars
and training
support
packages),
sample
programs
and SOPs,
and graphics
and videos.

Reminder
for the Road

•
•
•
•
•

Wheeled vehicles.
Tracked vehicles.
Fire equipment.
Engineer equipment.
Power generation
equipment.
• Material handling
equipment.
• Emergency vehicles.
• Miscellaneous.
You’ll even find posters for your unit’s safety board
Operating or riding in
a military vehicle is a
leading cause of serious
injuries while on duty.

…a Soldier who
wants to sharpen your
driving skills…

The toolbox is packed
full of sample SOPs,
presentations, lesson
plans, graphic training
aids, handbooks, videos,
equipment operator guides
and more!
it’s a great resource for
Soldiers, leaders, master
drivers and instructors.

PS 762
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The toolbox makes it easier
to stand up effective driver’s
training programs and improve
safety. so whether You’re…

…a leader who
wants to develop
SOPs or…

a unit master driver
who needs to prepare
training materials…

the Driver’s Training Toolbox helps you reach your goal!
Grab your CAC and go to:
https://safety.army.mil/ON-DUTY/DriversTrainingToolbox.aspx

Questions?

Contact the US Army Combat Readiness Center at
DSN 558-1390, (334) 255-1390, or email:

usarmy.rucker.hqda-secarmy.mbx.safe-helpdesk@mail.mil

3/31/16 11:10 AM

Training…

Learn
Serial
Number
Tracking

The Army Serial
Number Tracker is your
best bet. Plus LOGSA
offers training so
you can get the most
mileage out of this
great tool.

Cloe, I’m wondering if
another unit might have
some of our missing
equipment. is there any
way to find out?

Students who finish part one have met the prerequisite for taking part two. The
second part of the course:
• teaches users WebUIT reporting procedures, policy and reporting specifics.
• covers researching, resolving and reporting serial number issues to the registry.
Note:
Part two is only
for serialization
officers who
will be inputting
transactions into
WebUIT.

Customers using PBUSE,
GCSS-Army or LMP don’t need
to take part two, because

ARSNT handles serialization
transactions in WebUIT
automatically and doesn’t
require manual intervention.

Part two serialization officer training can be scheduled
directly with the UIT team at LOGSA. Email them at:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.uit@mail.mil
LOGSA normally offers ARSNT training once a month.
For specific course dates, registration forms and
student instructions, visit:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/training/liw_training-asrnt.cfm

SOP Exchange Library

Do you need to know how to track serial-numbered equipment? Good news! The
Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) offers a serial number tracking training course.
The course has two parts. The first is the Serial Number Tracking Overview,
and the second is the Serial Number Serialization Officer (SO) Responsibilities
and Procedures.
Part one of the course is offered
online as a Defense Collaboration
Services (DCS)-based class. It’s an
overview that introduces users to
the Army Serial Number Tracking
(ARSNT) program in the Logistics
Information Warehouse (LIW)
WebLIDB.
Part one also covers:
•
•
•
•

regulatory requirements to track serial-numbered items.
data feeds that provide serial number data to LIW.
how to run and interpret reports in ARSNT.
how to use ARSNT data to ensure better item accountability.

Part one of the
ARSNT course is
taught in DCS,
DOD’s web
conferencing tool

Looking for logistics or sustainment standing operating procedures (SOPs), tactical SOPs
(TACSOPs) or tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs)? Check out the SOP Exchange Library
in SustainNet. You can download SOPs, TACSOPs or TTPs and modify ’em for your unit’s
needs. Or upload your own and get feedback from the experts. Visit:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/community/spaces/sustainnet/sop_exchange_library

Ask the CAT
Need training materials or have a problem with TACOM-managed
equipment? TACOM’s Unit Training Assistance Program (UTAP)
Customer Assistance Team (CAT) can help. Choose the “Customer
Assistance” tab or click Contact Us at the Library of TACOM
Training Information Site (LOTTIS): https://utap.army.mil
Or call the UTAP CAT at DSN 786-4276, (586) 282-4276, or email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-utap@mail.mil
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

Students need a CAC and must sign in on DCS in the chat box to confirm
attendance. At the end of part one of the course, they’ll get proof of completion.

PS 762
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THE REGS ARE CLEAR
Contact lenses in the field?

!
O
G
O
N
Wear
Wear prescription
prescription
combat
combat eyewear
eyewear

